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Abstract

The share of intermittent wind power generation is increasing in the power system.
As weather-dependent, stochastic, non-dispatchable resource accurate forecasts of
wind power production are necessary for ecient operation of both power system
and electricity markets. There are several providers of such forecasts, but few give
estimates on the reliability of their forecasts. Wind power forecast errors cause
nancial losses to wind producers and market participants, and there is a keen
interest towards such reliability estimates of wind forecasts. In this thesis three
dierent models are introduced to study the power production of single wind farm.
The main modelling approach is to leverage numerical ensemble weather predictions
to build probabilistic machine learning models. Forecast intervals are created with
three dierent approaches with the goal of creating actionable insights about the
power production uncertainty to support decision-making.
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Tiivistelmä

Vaihtelevan tuulivoimatuotannon osuus energiantuotannossa kasvaa alati. Sääriippu-
vaisena, stokastisena ja heikosti hallittavana tuotantona tarkat tuulivoimatuotantoen-
nusteet ovat välttämättömiä sekä energiajärjestelmän että -markkinoiden sujuvalle
toiminnalle. Ennusteiden tarjoajia on useita, mutta harva tarjoaa arvioita ennustei-
densa luotettavuudesta. Ennustevirheet aiheuttavat taloudellisia menetyksiä sekä
tuottajille että muille markkinaosapuolille, minkä takia alalla on paljon kiinnostusta
luotettavuusestimaatteja kohtaan. Tässä diplomityössä esitellään kolme mallia yksit-
täisen tuulipuiston tuotannon mallintamiseen. Mallintamisessa hyödynnetään sään
parviennusteita pääasiallisena tapana mallintaa tuotannon vaihtelevuutta. Ennustein-
tervallit luodaan kolmella eri metodilla tarkoituksena tuottaa tuulivoimatoimijoille
tietoa tuulivoimatuotannon epävarmuudesta päätöksenteon tueksi.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The share of wind power in electricity production is rapidly rising. In 2020 ap-
proximately 12 % of Finnish domestic electricity production, equivalent to 10 %
of domestic consumption, was produced by wind. By the end of June 2022, the
cumulative installed wind power capacity had reached 4000 MW, with 784 MW
installed in the rst half of 2022 alone, indicating rapid rise in wind power production.
[1] Rising wind power share creates risks for energy supply security as wind gener-
ation is non-dispatchable and varies greatly depending on the weather conditions.
Varying wind production levels also change the electricity markets, as it increases the
importance of intraday markets [2] and is one of the primary motifs for the transition
to 15-minutes trading intervals, which is planned to occur in the Nordics in 2023 [3].

In variable production market environment, accurate wind power forecasts are
needed for the eective operation of transmission system and power markets. There
are several providers of power production forecasts and many market participants have
developed their own forecast tools. However, many models yield single point estimates,
and lack metrics to measure their own reliability. This is problematic, as in under-
production scenarios the producer has to buy the decit from the electricity markets
to fulll the contracts. Thus, the lack of reliability information complicates the
decision-maker’s work in managing market risks as they have insucient information
on how to best optimize wind farm and market operations to minimize costs in
underproduction scenarios. On the other hand, overproduction scenarios are not
desired, as they may lead suboptimal pricing and market transactions, although the
risks involved are signicantly smaller than in underproduction scenarios.

Currently many wind power producers and other power market participants
aggregate forecasts from multiple sources to get more robust estimates. Even though
the error in estimate decreases, this does not solve the issue of missing reliability
information. The energy crisis has increased the price of electricity and thus also
the price of forecast errors have also increased. In times of high prices, information
about own production risks are especially valuable and can yield signicant nancial
savings for market participants. Moreover, the transmission system operator may
gain from the ability to identify underproduction scenarios and their associated risks.

This thesis studies only forecast uncertainty. The reasoning is that even though
this is highly related to market risks, the market risks themselves are far more
complicated and depend on many things, real and perceived, and often require
knowledge of enterprises’ condential information. Thus, this thesis focuses only on
production variability and aims to provide insights which can be utilized as input for
market participant’s decision making process.

For this thesis, representatives of four dierent organizations were interviewed:
Helen and another large energy producer which chose to remain anonymous, the
Finnish transmission system operator Fingrid, and the wind-energy producer Suomen
Hyötytuuli. Interviewed organizations have dierent interests in energy markets,
but all interviewees shared the interest in wind power uncertainty modelling. In the
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interviews, the lack of information about the uncertainty of the power forecasts was
acknowledged by all interviewees.

In the Nordic electricity markets, trading takes place between 1 and 36 hours
before delivery. In the interviews, this forecasting horizon was of most interest, and
is for this reason chosen for this thesis, with emphasis on forecasting one to three
hours into the future.

Suomen Hyötytuuli estimates that large majority of the incurred balancing costs
is generated by few hours with high prices. The same is indicated by a large study
[4]. When information on the wind power forecast accuracy can be coupled with
knowledge on potentially high prices, wind producers could more eciently control
their market risks.

1.2 Research Objectives

Based on the interviews, there is clearly a demand for a tool, that could provide un-
certainty information about the wind power forecasts. This kind of information could
support the decision-making process, providing value to energy system participants,
which has been noted in the literature as well [5].

Such a tool is dicult to build, as this would require data about the errors of
such forecasts, which are often proprietary information. With the absence of usable
forecasts, wind power is rst modelled with three dierent models in order to obtain
forecasts. These forecasts and their errors are then studied. Wind power uncertainty
is nally modelled by creating forecast intervals which capture the variability in
production.

Three models were created to model the production variability. The key factor in
uncertainty modelling is the weather uncertainty, which is captured by ensembles
of numerical weather predictions. The eect of weather and weather uncertainty
is quantied and one of the goals is to provide a basic evaluation on the limits of
uncertainty modelling given the accuracy of weather predictions.

The uncertainty of wind power is assessed probabilistically through an analysis
of forecast intervals. The scope of this thesis is limited to the production of a single
operational wind farm. Also the power production is studied only on operational
wind turbines, as research on the availability of wind turbines is not feasible because
it would signicantly expand the scope of this thesis.

For modelling the production uncertainty, the production mean has to be rst
modelled. The mean of production forecasts is not itself the primary objective
secondary importance in this thesis, but it is mandatory step in model building and
considerations about it are discussed.

In this thesis earlier research is covered in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 introduces the
data used in this thesis and metrics for evaluating the modelling results. In Chapter
4 the models are explained in detail, whereas in Chapter 5 the results are analysed.
Discussion about the chosen methods and results are presented in Chapter 6. Lastly,
Chapter 7 consists of the summary of this thesis.
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2 Modelling and Forecasting Wind Power Gener-

ation

2.1 Wind Power Technology

Wind power technology harvests the kinetic energy of owing air masses by converting
it into electricity. There are several types of wind power plants, but the dominant one
is the three-rotor design [1]. This thesis focuses solely on three-rotor power plants.

A wind turbine consists of four major parts: rotor blades, the nacelle, which
contains the power generator, supporting mast and the foundations. Modern new
wind turbines are typically 140 - 175 meters high with a rotor diameter of 130 - 160
meters and rated power of 4 - 5 MW. Oshore wind turbines are typically larger
than land-based, and can have rated power of as much as 10 MW. [1] The trend in
wind turbines has been to build larger turbines, as these can harvest the wind energy
from higher altitudes, where winds are steadier and stronger, generating larger and
more stable power output.

The kinetic energy from wind is given by the equation

Pkin =
1

2
ṁu2↪ (1)

where u is the wind speed and ṁ is the mass ow through the turbine and is given
by

ṁ = ρAu▷ (2)

Here ρ is the density of air and A is the sweep area of the rotor blades. Kinetic energy
absorbed from wind into the kinetic energy of the turbine is given by multiplying the
kinetic energy of wind by power coecient cp. The power coecient is not a constant,
but instead a function of wind speed as the turbine control system automatically
adjusts the angle of rotor blades to produce the desired power output. The theoretical
maximum for the power coecient is 16

27
≈ 59↪ 3% which is known as Betz’s law [6].

The relationship between wind speed and generated wind power is modelled as
wind power curve (WPC) (see Figure 1). The curve is divided into four zones: in
zone I the wind speed is below the cut-in speed and too low to generate any power,
in zone II the power output rises cubically along with the increasing wind speed, in
zone III the turbine has reached its rated wind speed and produces power steadily
at maximum output by adjusting the rotor pitch angles until wind speed reaches
cut-out speed at zone IV when the turbine is shut down for safety reasons.

The wind turbine is controlled automatically by the supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) system. SCADA is responsible for example for adjusting the
blade angles, shutting down the turbine and collecting production data.

There are also other factors aecting the wind turbine production by causing
losses when compared to the ideal case. These factors are more thoroughly studied
in Section 4.2.
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Figure 1: Wind turbine power curve. The four operating zones of wind turbines are
highlighted. Figure taken from [7].

2.2 Weather Forecasts

Wind power is entirely weather dependent and thus weather forecasting plays a
major role in wind power forecasting. Indeed, the main source of error for short-
and medium-term wind power forecasting models are the inaccuracies in weather
forecasting [8]. Thus, accurate and versatile weather forecasts are essential for
successful wind power forecasting.

The atmosphere is uid, and its state is typically modelled with partial dierential
equations. By solving these equations with respect to time, the atmospheric state
can be calculated for future timesteps. However, these equations are not analytically
solvable and need to be discretized. The outputs of these numerical equation models
are called numerical weather predictions (NWPs). [8]

Numerical weather models typically span large areas, like the entire globe or the
Nordic region, and consist of equally spaced grid points. The equations are solved
for each grid point, the resolution varying from one kilometer to tens of kilometers
depending on the weather model. NWPs are computationally extremely heavy and
for this reason they are usually run only few times a day. For example Norwegian
Meteorological Institute oers new forecasts once every six hours.

The atmosphere is a chaotic system, and models are sensitive to initial conditions.
For this reason measured weather data acquired from weather stations, weather
balloons, sailing ships and satellites are incorporated into the model. This process
is called data assimilation and it helps to increase the model accuracy. Statistical
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post-processing can be also be applied to the results to remove biases and increase
performance. [8]

As the initial state of the atmosphere cannot be ascertained and because all
weather models have some shortcomings, meteorologists have addressed the problem
of weather forecast error by producing ensemble forecasts. An ensemble forecast is a
collection of forecasts produced by models that have been initialized with altering
initial states and/or model parameterizations. A single forecast is called an ensemble
member. The strength of the ensemble method is that it captures the uncertainty in
weather forecasts by producing a probability distribution. Weather ensemble forecasts
are extremely useful for wind power forecasting. Leveraging their information for wind
power models increases the performance as well as produces naturally probabilistic
forecasts [8]. An example of probability distributions generated by ensemble forecasts
is illustrated in Figure 2.

Some NWP models include the European Centre of Medium Range Forecasts
(ECMWF), Nordic and now outdated High Resolution Limited Area Model (HIRLAM)
and HARMONIE-AROME which is currently used by the Nordic meteorological
institutes. [9]

Figure 2: An illustration of probability distribution of solar irradiance generated by
weather ensemble forecasts. Figure taken from [8].
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2.3 Wind Power Forecast Methods

In [10], wind power forecasting horizons were divided into ve categories: very
short-term (seconds - 30 minutes), short-term (30 minutes - 6 hours), medium-term
(6 - 24 hours), long-term (24 - 72 hours) and very long-term (72+ hours). Other
formulations are also possible. The horizon of interest aects the choice of methods.
Forecasting accuracy decreases with the increase of forecast horizon. [10]

There are numerous wind power forecasting methods spanning a huge number
of dierent models. All sorts of approaches ranging from simple, deterministic
equations to linear models (e.g. Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average and
Vector Autoregressive models, Kalman lter) to complex articial neural networks
(ANN, e.g. Multilayer Perceptron, Convolutional Neural Network, Long-Short Term
Memory, Generative Adversarial Network) with various combinations of several
models into larger hybrid models and with dierent pre- and postprocessing steps
(e.g. Principal Component Analysis, fuzzy logic, wavelet transform) have been tried.
[10] gives a detailed analysis of many possible model structures found in academic
literature.

In [8], typical wind power model ow is introduced as shown in Figure 3. First,
SCADA data set on power production is acquired, then external weather variables
from NWPs are gathered as well as technical knowledge from the wind park and its
terrain. Then the data is possibly preprocessed to t the task at hand and wind
turbine power curve is constructed, whereafter that the model is ready to be used
for forecasting. Lastly up-scaling from single turbine to wind park level and to a
regional level encompassing multiple parks is done if needed. Kariniotakis [8] notes
that some models leave out certain steps: SCADA data sets are not always available
to all interested parties, when deterministic equation models combined with NWPs
can bypass this, whereas ANNs often skip the explicit power curve modelling and up-
scaling from turbines to park level, opting to directly estimate wind park production.
It should be noted that few models in the literature incorporate information about
the surrounding terrain of the wind park, even though the eect has been noted.
This could be due to lack of knowledge of uid dynamics or due to the increased
workload this entails.

Several ways to describe and categorize dierent methods have been proposed.
For example, models can be classied into parametric and non-parametric models
[11], [12]. Parametric models rely on assumptions on data distribution, whereas
non-parametric models do not, as they are typically data-driven and can handle
arbitrary distributions. Parametric models often also implicitly incorporate more
domain expertise in the model through the parameters given by experts.

The division between numerical weather prediction models (NWP-models), which
use external weather prediction data as inputs, and pure statistical models, which
only need historical production data, can be made too. However, purely statistical
models are mostly only used only in (very) short-term forecasting, as after 3-6 hours
the NWP-models outperform purely statistical ones. [8] Models can also be divided
along whether they are deterministic or probabilistic. Naturally another distinction
between white-box models and black-box models can be made too.
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Figure 3: Typical workow and model ingredients for wind power production forecast
model. Not all models incorporate all of the given elements however. Figure taken
from [8].

The aforementioned divisions are valid but not comprehensive. Instead, they
should be thought as model features which together characterize dierent modelling
approaches. This point-of-view, however, has not been explicitly expressed in the
earlier literature reviews on wind power forecasting methods. One possible reason for
this is the apparent similarity between dierent categorizations: typically incorporat-
ing large amount of domain expertise into the model results in parametric models,
governed by deterministic relationships (unless stochastic part is explicitly declared)
dependent on external NWPs and are easily interpretable due to their white-box
model nature. Data-intensive, non-parametric and exible, black-box machine learn-
ing models are at the other end of the spectrum. However, in reality the distinctions
are not strict, as the most useful models are hybrids, which incorporate historical
data, technical domain expertise, external weather forecasts and advanced statistical
methods.

Based on this observation another, and perhaps a more intuitive way of describing
dierent methods would be to present dierent methods based on their data-intensity
and incorporated domain-expertise. According to [8], the more successful models
tend to be gray-box hybrid models which synthesize both approaches. However,
the latest research seems to focus more on data-intensive machine learning models,
limiting the use of domain expertise into the variable space only.

Whether model is deterministic or probabilistic is depends less on the approach,
and probabilistic models can often be generated at will. Deterministic models use a
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one-to-one mapping from weather variables and past data to the mean power output.
Probabilistic models provide also the distribution of the power output. Probabilistic
forecasts can be generated by presuming an error distribution - which can be learned
from the data - or by running multiple future weather scenarios, obtained either from
ensemble NWPs or generated through machine learning methods like Generative
Adversarial Network, through a deterministic model to generate a probabilistic power
output distribution.

In the literature both wind turbine power curve modelling and wind power fore-
casting are discussed [10] [11]. Though not the same thing, there is a signicant
overlap. Wind power forecasting typically tries to predict the future power output of
wind farm using various methods. Wind turbine power curve modelling seeks to map
the underlying causal relationships governing single turbine power production and
describe power output as a function of technical information of the turbine, site and
weather variables. When combined with weather forecasts and scaled to the level of
wind park, wind turbine power curve models eectively become wind power forecast
models.

In wind power forecasting, there are two types of forecasting errors: level error and
phase error. Level error occurs when the temporal location of power output change is
forecast correctly, but the exact power output is over- or underestimated. Phase error
occurs when the temporal location of production change is incorrectly estimated.
Phase errors can occur, for example, when weather forecasts have mispredicted the
timing of weather fronts. Phase errors are important as they cause errors on several
time points, and because weather fronts typically span large geographical areas,
aecting several wind farms and thus possibly disrupting electricity markets. The
errors are illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4: In wind power forecasting level error occurs when the level of production is
wrongly predicted, and phase error when the temporal occurrence of output change
is wrongly predicted. Figure taken from [13].

Wind power forecasting mostly focuses on mean forecasting, but supplemental
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uncertainty analysis is also important for practical operation of the energy system.
Yan et al. [14] oer a recent, comprehensive qualitative review about wind power
uncertainty, recognizing that albeit the academic literature has recognized the impor-
tance of uncertainty modelling, there are gaps in the communication and utilization
uncertainty knowledge in end-user applications. This is very much in line with
interviews conducted for this thesis.

Uncertainty can be presented and communicated probabilistically with probability
density functions, quantiles and intervals or moments of distributions like mean and
variance. It is also possible to use scenario forecasting or a risk index (e.g. a simple
numerical scale from 1 to 5), which the end-user can interpret for the task at hand
[15] [16]. The probabilistic approach seems to be the most typical in literature. It is
used in this thesis in the form of quantile intervals.

For wind power interval forecasting two distinct approaches can be distinguished:
estimating the mean and creating a forecast interval around it, and creating forecast
intervals directly.

In the rst approach it is rather typically assumed, that the prediction interval
follows the Gaussian distribution. Due to the nature of wind, this assumption is
not good for wind power forecasting [8]. This motivates the use of non-parametric
methods for forecast interval creation [5]. Besides presuming a certain well-dened
error distribution, intervals can be generated from previous forecast errors (see for
example [5]).

Interval optimization is also typical when creating intervals from previous forecast
errors, with the idea of instead of taking predened quantiles, to nd the shortest
interval which contains the predened probability mass. This method, however, has
the drawback that if the tails of the distribution are long, the scenarios which are
not covered by the intervals have even larger errors, a fact which has mostly been
dismissed in the literature. As we have noted before, large forecast errors make up
for larger percentage of the cost prole than their share of occurrences is.

For direct interval forecasting, the lower upper bound estimation (LUBE), rst
introduced in [17], is a popular way to create forecast intervals and has been applied
to wind power forecasting for example in [18], [19] and [20]. The idea behind LUBE is
that instead of training a Neural Network model to estimate the mean and variance,
to directly have the Neural Network to output upper and lower bounds for the wind
power output.
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3 Data and Methods

3.1 Data Set

The data used for this thesis consists of weather forecasts provided by the Norwegian
Meteorological Institute’s open MetCoOP Ensemble Prediction System (MEPS)
data set [21, 22] and wind farm SCADA data, partly supplemented by Finnish
Meteorological Institute’s weather data, from a single wind farm in western Finland
provided by Suomen Hyötytuuli Oy.

MEPS is a NWP forecast model operated by the Norwegian Meteorological
Institute and its products are freely available for public. It spans the geographical
region of Scandinavia and Finland with a grid resolution of 2,5 km. MEPS contains 30
ensemble members (starting from February 2020, before that 10 ensemble members)
and has forecast horizon of 66 hours, with mostly 1-hour resolution. For this thesis,
forecast horizon of 36 hours was used. The data sets contain information about
important weather features like pressure levels, temperature, wind speed and direction,
wind gust, humidity and precipitation. Only subset of all variables found in MEPS
was used. Selected variables are described in Table X 1. The grid point closest to the
center of the wind farm was used for the weather data. Alternatively three or four
closest points surrounding the wind farm could have been chosen and the weather
conditions interpolated from these, but the this was omitted as it was deemed that
the possibly increased accuracy would not justify the increased workload.

From the zonal and meridional winds, the total wind speed and direction was
calculated. The ensemble forecasts were compared with the on-site weather measure-
ments from the SCADA data. Biases in the weather forecasts were then corrected
for wind speed and temperature. The wind speed was extrapolated to the turbine
nacelle height using the the log wind prole extrapolation method [23]. To decide

MEPS Dataset Variables Quantity
Zonal wind at 10 m altitude m/s
Meridional wind at 10 m altitude m/s
Wind gust speed m/s
Air temperature at 2 m altitude ◦C

Atmosphere boundary layer thickness m
Surface air pressure hPa
Roughness length for momentum m
Cloud area fraction %
Low type cloud are fraction %
Fog area fraction %
Relative humidity at 2 m altitude %
Precipitation amount mm
Snowfall amount mm

Table 1: Table of weather variables used from the MEPS open data.
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the optimal extrapolation parameters, the squared dierence to the measured wind
speed was minimized, yielding the extrapolation parameter of 0.75. It should be
noted that this is not perfect method, as the wind behaviour at 10 meter altitude
and nacelle height can at times dier signicantly, but with the absence of better
data or approach this was the method chosen. The temperature and air pressure
was then bias-corrected as well. The wind direction also has a near constant error of
around 30 degrees, and was bias-corrected to better match the measured wind speed.

New variables were created for the MEPS data by calculating the air density of
dry air by using the ideal gas law

ρ =
pM

RT
↪ (3)

where p is absolute pressure in Pa, M is the molar mass of dry air 0▷02896524
kg ·mol−1, R the ideal gas constant 8▷3145 J ·K−1 ·mol−1 and T the temperature
in Kelvin, see [7]. The eect of relative humidity was deemed negligibly small and
omitted in order to simplify the calculations. From the air density and the wind
speed the kinetic energy of wind was calculated with equations 1 and 2. Last, as
neither of the models proposed in Chapter 4 utilize the temporal structure of the
time series, instead treating each observation as independent, the MEPS data which
was corrupted or not attainable due to server-side errors were removed for simplicity.

The wind farm data used comes from Nikkarinkaarto wind farm in Raahe, western
Finland. The wind farm was established in 2016 and has 10 Vestas V126 turbines,
with turbine rated power of 3,45 MW, nacelle height of 137 meters and rotor diameter
of 126 meters. The wind farm is located on at terrain, mostly surrounded by elds,
with no major wind obstacles.

The data spans the years 2018-2020 and has a temporal resolution of 5 minutes.
The wind park data has the variables timestamp, generated power, measured wind
speed, measured wind direction, measured ambient temperature and turbine avail-
ability for each turbine. The data was of good quality and had very few missing
values. The data does not include cut-o scenarios, as wind speeds above 22.5 m/s
were not recorded for this time period, and thus the models created not are eective
at studying cut-o scenarios.

The few incomplete entries were simply removed from the data set, as preserving
the time series structure was not necessary. The MEPS data which was corrupted
or not attainable due to server-side errors were also simply removed for simplicity.
Some other preprocessing procedures were applied to the SCADA data, namely:

– Correction of systematic error in temperature measurement on two of the
turbines

– Times were transformed to sine/cosine representation

– Aggregation to hourly resolution

– The data was split to train, validation and test sets with 70-15-15 % ratio.
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Specically, the time variables were transformed into cyclical variables using sine
and cosine transformations for both time of the day and day of the year with the
equations 4 and 5. The logic is that cyclic variables better represent the natural
passing of time, as there is no cut-o point at 00:00. If cyclic encoding is not applied,
the hours 23 and 01 would seem very dissimilar, which inaccurately describes the
true temporal dierence of only 2 hours. This typical encoding method has been
applied for example, in [24],

hsin = sin(
2πh

24
) (4)

hcos = cos(
2πh

24
)▷ (5)

Similar encoding was done for the day of the year. These encodings were also
applied to MEPS data set.

Because the wind farm records a limited number of weather measurements,
weather forecasts with one hour forecast horizon originally made by FMI were used
to complement for this decit. The forecast data was assumed to be accurate enough
and used as a replacement for the missing variables for data matching purposes and
calculating less important equation terms for the models. Treating estimated data as
measurements incorporates some errors, but this was deemed both acceptable and
necessary in this context.

Figure 5: Scatter plot of wind power production as a function of measured wind
speed. Both corrupted data points and large deviations from the mainline production
can be observed.
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3.2 Model Performance Metrics

Statistical performance metrics are necessary to estimate the accuracy and goodness
of the chosen models. In choosing error measures, it is important to measure the
model in metrics that best relate to the actual variable of interest; here it is balancing
cost of forecast errors for the wind producer. It is natural to assume that in the
market context larger deviations have larger negative impact than what would be the
equivalent sum of many small errors. Suomen Hyötytuuli has also stated that most
of their balancing costs come from relatively few instances, indicating that larger
deviations dominate the cost prole. Thus, in this thesis, it is benecial to give more
weight for evaluation metrics that penalize observations with larger deviation from
the mean more, such as squared error metrics, when evaluating the performance of
forecast mean.

In this thesis the forecast mean is evaluated with the Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE)

RMSE =

⌜

⃓

⃓

⎷

1

N

N
∑

i=1

(ŷ − y)2↪ (6)

where ŷ is the predicted power and y is the real, measured power output.
Also Mean Absolute Error (MAE),

MAE =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

|ŷi − yi|↪ (7)

has its merits as a metric. This was not used as an objective function in tting
the models unlike the squared error metric, but MAE is possibly more intuitive to
interpret for human reader due to its linear nature.

The coecient of determination, typically called R2, describes the proportion of
variation that the regressors explain. It is the square of Pearson correlation coecient
and alternatively dened as one minus the sum of squared residuals divided by total
sum of squares (i.e., total variation),

R2 = 1−

N
i (yî − yi)

2

N
i (yi − ȳ

↪ (8)

where N is the number of data points and ȳ is the mean of the dependent variable.
The errors in forecasts are not sign independent: overestimating the production

resulting in negative residual has stronger consequences than underestimating, as the
surplus can often be sold at prot or curtailed at zero cost. For simplicity and the
diculty of implementing such asymmetric cost function, this piece of information is
not incorporated into performance metrics, and instead only visually and verbally
analysed in the Results section.

The constructed power production distributions are evaluated by standard devi-
ation, prediction interval width D and the prediction interval coverage percentage
(PICP), which measures the share of test points falling inside the 95 % prediction
interval. Ideally, we would want to minimize both the standard deviation, the interval
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width D and maximize PICP, but these objectives are contradictory. For this reason
all metrics are studied together to nd a balanced outcome.

For a test set of power production realizations X, with size N, the coverage is
given by

PICP(X↪N) =

N
i=1

I(xi)

N
↪ (9)

which yields a value between 0 and 1 and where I(x) is an indicator function:

I(x) =

⎧

⎨

⎩

1↪ x ∈ Interval

0↪ x ◁∈ Interval▷

Another metric used is what we call a D-score. It is simply the width of the
interval and is measured in kWh/h. A smaller D−score is better. This is objective is
contradictory to PICP, as the widening of the interval typically increases the PICP
score, and these two need to be examined together.
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4 Models

We consider three dierent models for the task. The rst model is a simple statistical
nearest-neighbour model. Its idea can be described as a similar day analysis: similar
observations from the past, based on dierent weather variables, are collected. A
single-point estimate for the mean of the power production is calculated as a weighted
average.

The second model is Random Forest model. Random forest is an ensemble model
which consists of a set of decision trees. Decision trees divide the variable space into
several sections, which are estimated with constant functions. The predictions are
obtained by taking the mean of estimates produced by all trees.

The third model utilizes the technical domain knowledge of wind and wind turbine
technology by describing the power production with deterministic mathematical equa-
tions. We call this model the equation model. The model takes as input parameters
turbine specic technical information and weather data. The aim is to construct an
ideal power curve for the production and then have additive/multiplicative compo-
nents which adjust the ideal production to real world situations with power losses.

The modelling process is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Visual presentation of the modelling workow.
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4.1 Nearest Neighbour Model

Nearest neighbour methods are generic statistical algorithms, originally introduced
by Fix and Hodges in 1951 [25] in the form of k-nearest neighbours (k-NN) method.
The idea behind the k-NN is simple: for data points with missing variable values,
the training set is searched to identify k nearest observations in m-dimensional
space based on the available variables and the missing data points are inferred
by aggregating over the values of the k identied data points. Nearest neighbour
methods can be thought as the mathematical equivalent of similar case analysis,
where (almost) similar observations from the past are studied and the new data is
assumed to behave accordingly.

In the k-NN algorithm, the parameter k is a predened hyperparameter. The
optimal value of k can be learned through model cross-validation. The closeness
of an observation is dened by a distance metric. A typical choice of metric is the
Euclidean distance which for points p and q is given by

(p↪ q) =

⌜

⃓

⃓

⎷

M
∑

i=1

(pi − qi)2↪ (10)

where M is the number of dimensions. However, any other norm can also be used.
The typical aggregating methods over the neighbours are the simple mean and
weighted mean. The methods are applicable for both regression and classication.

In this thesis, we match predicted weather conditions with past observations and
calculate the predicted power output as a weighted mean of the past observations. The
benets of the approach are straightforward and easy implementation, computational
eciency and that the approach models the spread of the power production directly,
without the need to explicitly model wind turbine operation. Another characteristic is
that little prior knowledge of wind power is required, as the results are based entirely
on past observations: the advantage is that all predictions have a degree of reliability
as they are based on actual realizations. On the other hand, the disadvantage is
that the data is required to be comprehensive, as novel operating circumstances are
poorly processed without similar data.

In the model implementation, the MEPS weather data was treated as correct
weather predictions, and was matched with historical data from the site. For this
only the weather variables available for the wind farm were used, and some of the
MEPS variables were thus left out. This ignores the weather forecast errors for the
moment, but has the advantage of allowing the separation of weather forecast error
and model error.

The model was implemented using the scikit-learn library [26] of the Python
programming language. The implementation was programmed to use the weighted
Euclidean distance in the nearest neighbour search.

Power production for the wind farm was predicted for all ensemble members
individually and then the results were aggregated for each data point. Forecast
intervals were constructed by taking the minimum and maximum ensemble predictions
for each data point, and the interval was compared to the test data to calculate the
PICP and D scores.
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The nearest neighbour method does not utilize the time series structure of the
data, but instead treats each observation as independent of all others. One possible
way to improve its performance could be to match weather sequences instead of
individual data points. This, however, is left as a note for future research.

4.2 Random Forest Regressor

Random forest is an ensemble method which uses a collection of randomized decision
trees to create predictions. First introduced in 1995 by [27], Random Forest is a
non-linear black-box method that can be used for both classication and regression.

A Random Forest is created by building a collection of trees, each of which is
constructed by randomly selecting a subset of variables and using the bootstrap
aggregation method (bagging) to create a training set for the tree. The point in
bagging is that randomly sampling a unique training set for each tree de-correlates
the trees increasing its forecast performance. The nal output of the forest is the
aggregate of each individual tree - hence the name Random Forest.

One of advantages of the Random Forest is that because it is based on decision
trees, it can produce variable importance scores. In scikit-learn these are calculated
as Gini importance [26]. Another advantage is that as the forest aggregates over
a host of forecasts, the distribution of these forecasts can also be studied besides
the mean estimate. Random forests are commonly used models, and the standard
scikit-learn implementation was used for building the model in this thesis.

As for the k-NN model, the model was at rst trained with measurement data
and for test predictions MEPS weather predictions was given as input. Again, this
had the advantage of separating the weather forecast error and model error.

Because the Random Forest model performed best, as reported in Chapter 5, this
model type was subjected to further study, namely to be trained directly with MEPS
data. In this approach the weather and model uncertainties are no longer separable,
but as the model is trained with uncertain real world data, allowing the model to learn
about the uncertainty of the MEPS weather forecast data. It can also handle weather
variables not measured/not measurable at the site, thus utilizing larger volumes
of data. The assumption is, that the model could learn possibly some systematic
performance issues in the weather forecasts, could learn the relationship between
the weather forecast location and the wind farm, which dier both in geographical
coordinates and altitude, which had thus far been ignored. The model can thus be
assumed to implicitly post-process the weather forecasts.

This model actually consists of a collection of Random Forest models, one for each
time horizon. The reasoning is, that the weather forecast uncertainty increases with
the increase of forecast horizon, and thus the most reliable results should be obtained
when training and testing horizons are the same. As there is multiple ensemble
forecasts for each time point, the model was evaluated both with all ensembles and
the means of ensembles as training data. The logic behind using means is that is
lowers the computations signicantly and might produce more robust training data.
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4.3 Equation Model

Wind power has been extensively described by physical equations in the literature.
The power of wind can be calculated with Equations (1) and (2). The kinetic energy
is then converted into kinetic energy of the turbine and further into electricity. These
transformations cause losses and can be modelled by multiplying the kinetic energy
of wind by conversion coecients cp for kinetic energy capture and ce for electricity
transformation. The full electricity output of wind turbine is given by the equation

Pe =
1

2
ρAu3cp(u)ce↪ (11)

where ρ is the air density, A the rotor sweep area, u the wind speed, cp the power
coecient for the conversion of the mechanical energy of wind to the mechanical
energy of the rotor and ce the electrical conversion coecient.

This is the theoretical equation for wind power generation and can be thought
of as the ideal production power. In reality there are typically power losses and
the experienced production is smaller. Factors causing losses are turbulent winds,
which cause suboptimal wind energy capture, ice forming on the blades (icing), which
changes the aerodynamic properties of the blades and can lead even to complete
turbine shutdown, wake eect caused by some turbines of the wind park shading
others, errors in wind direction measurements and turbine positioning and technical
malfunctions to name some.

Potential approaches to model the (ideal) wind turbine power curve are extensively
described in [11] and [12]. Possible methods for tting empirical power curves include
but are not limited to polynomials, exponential functions, logistic functions and
kernel regression.

The aerodynamic eciency of the rotor blades ηb, the mechanical eciency of the
motor ηm and the electrical eciency of the generator ηe eect the total eciency
of the turbine. These can be represented together as the coecient of power cp
[28]. We assume that both the mechanical and electrical eciency depend only on
the technical design of the turbine and are thus constant, whereas the aerodynamic
eciency is changed when the rotor blades’ pitch angles are changed according to
the wind speed.

To model wind turbulence is dicult, because turbulence can be very local
and chaotic, not well described by weather models and typically not provided in
weather services. Modelling icing is also dicult, because ice changes the complex
aerodynamic properties of the blades that are not well captured by mathematical
equations even given the ice level is well measured - which it usually is not. Weather
services often also provide icing forecasts, although for our historical data from
2018-2020 this is limited. For these reasons the model was simplied by leaving icing
outside of its scope.

Modern wind turbines are built to automatically adjust the rotor positioning to
directly face the wind. Due to errors in wind direction measurements ideal positioning
is not always achieved which causes power loss and can be modelled by taking the
cosine of the error angle ueff = u0cos(α), [29]. In principle, this could be estimated
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with accurate light detection and ranging measurements (LIDAR), but this data is
not included in our data set, and must thus be left outside the model.

Typically, wind turbines are optimally spaced to prevent the wake eect. The
wake eect occurs when wind comes from a direction that causes turbines to shade
others. Some of the energy of the wind is absorbed by the shading turbines and
the air ow downstream becomes turbulent [30], leading to eciency losses in the
shaded turbines. This could be modelled, but is deliberately left outside the scope of
this thesis to simplify the modelling task. It is noted as a topic for potential future
research.

Summarizing the above notes, the full equation would get the following form:

Pe =
1

2
ρAu3cp(u)Licing(T ↪hum↪ cloud)Lwake(α)Lturb(α)LmerrLmal↪ (12)

where α is the wind direction, Licing is losses due to icing which are aected by
temperature, humidity and cloudiness, Lwake is losses due to wake eect, Lturb is
losses due to turbulence, Lmerr is losses due to measurement error and Lmal is losses
due to technical malfunctions.

With our limitations the ideal power curve equation is simplied to

Pe =
1

2
ρAu3cp(u)▷ (13)

Now the only unknown is the power coecient function cp(u). This can be
calculated by moving the other terms to the left side. The results are depicted in
Figure 7. The red horizontal line presents the theoretical maximum given by Betz’s
law. All points above this line were dismissed as measurement errors. Data from all
10 wind turbines was used, as they share identical technical properties.

The function for the ideal cp was estimated as a function of kinetic energy. Wind
speed was also considered as the independent variable, but this lead to larger spread
as it does not include the eect of air density on the estimation, so kinetic energy
was chosen instead. The data was binned and the 85th percentile was taken from
each bin. 85th percentile was chosen after some manual inspection as it gives good
performance unhindered by large losses and it is devoid of overperforming outliers.
For the selected data points a kernel regression model was nally tted. The resulting
power coecient function is presented in Equation (8).

This presents the equation model which takes as input kinetic energy of wind
and air density and outputs the production of single turbine. Production for the
entire wind farm is attained by multiplying the result for one wind turbine by ten.

The result describes the power coecient behaviour for ideal production and
is not applicable in the presence of losses. One possibility is to multiply the ideal
curve with a black-box loss term L(T ↪ α↪humidity↪ ▷▷▷) which can be estimated with
a neural network, which would lead to a gray-box model. This was also one of the
original intentions in this thesis, but due to largely increased workload was left as a
prospect for future research.
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Figure 7: A scatter plot of power coecient as the function of wind speed. Colouring
shows the temperature in Celsius degrees. Red horizontal line is the theoretical
maximum coecient as given by Betz’s law.

Figure 8: Kernel regression estimation of the ideal power curve for the turbines.
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5 Empirical Results

In Chapter 5.1 each of the three model types (k-NN, Random Forest and Equation
Model) trained with measurement data were examined rst with wind power park
availability corrections present. The models are evaluated by their ability to forecast
the mean of the power production. Of these models, the Random Forest performed
best and was thus subjected to a more thorough examination in Chapter 5.2 by
training it directly with weather predictions. In Chapter 5.3 three methods for
creating forecast intervals are introduced and the results are studied.

To ensure the comparability to the measured weather data, we use consistently
the shortest forecast horizon of one hour for comparing the results. Exception for
this is uncertainty propagation in Chapter 5.3.3 where forecast horizon of three hours
was used because one hour horizon is consistently missing some weather variables.

5.1 Evaluating the Forecast Performance with Measured
Weather Data

5.1.1 Nearest Neighbour Model

The best model was selected from a set of hyperparameters through a cross-validation
procedure. A feasible choice of hyperparameters was selected using the PICP-score,
D−score and RMSE as criteria based on the modeller’s view. The selected model
was a k-NN model with 20 neighbours that used the weighted Euclidean distance
with the weights being the absolute values of Pearson correlation coecients between
independent variables and the power output of one of the turbines. The values for
the weights are shown in Table 2. The results were calculated for forecast horizon of
one hour. Other horizons could have been chosen as well, but it was deemed that
this horizon best corresponds to predictions made with measurement data.

The scores for best k-NN model for selected time horizons are shown in Table 3.
In general, the forecast results tend to become worse as forecast horizon increases
and there is more uncertainty. This eect can be seen in the increase of RMSE
and the D−score. Because of the larger forecast interval the PICP score increases,
though this is not related to better performance.

The eect of forecast horizon is not all that drastic, as shown in Figure 9. In
other words, the shorter forecast horizon does not provide that much better forecasts.
The reasons for this are most likely that the MEPS data does not have the newest
weather measurements as well as the model lacking auto-correlation structure i.e.
it does not utilize knowledge of current production. The model is not optimally
constructed for short-term forecasting.

Though this thesis was restricted to studying the variability of operational turbines,
a quick check about the eect of availability correction was performed. Without the
availability correction the RMSE was 8684 kWh/h for one hour forecast horizon,
whereas with correction RMSE was 8648 kWh/h. The dierence is small, almost
negligible. From this we can conclude, that unexpected dysfunctions of the turbines
account for very small part of the total forecast errors over a long time period.
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Table 2: The absolute values of correlation coecients of control variables with
power output of one of the wind turbines. Values are used as weights for the distance
metric in nearest neighbour matching. FMI refers to the variable being the one hour
prediction produced by Finnish Meteorological Institute instead of being measured.

Variable Correlation
Mean Ambient Temperature (measured) 0.070772
Wind Speed (measured) 0.887680
Wind Direction (measured) 0.051706
Time of day, sine 0.041399
Time of day, cosine 0.118889
Time of year, sine 0.006463
Time of year, cosine 0.181000
Air Density (FMI) 0.048490
Air Pressure (FMI) 0.152657
Air Temperature (FMI) 0.109525
Humidity (FMI) 0.092030

Table 3: Test results for the k-NN model with selected time horizons.

RMSE MAE R2 D-score PICP
1h 8648 5986 33.7 % 7072 36.8 %
6h 9357 6294 31.1 % 8367 42.8 %
24h 9602 6404 27.7 % 9197 46.1 %

In a sense, this is an encouraging discovery, as in actual operation setting these
disturbances are dicult to account for.

For quantifying the eect of weather forecast uncertainty on the power forecasts,
the model was tested with both the weather forecast data with forecast horizon of
one hour and the actual weather measurements at site. The unexplained variance in
the forecasts based on the actual measurements consists of measurement errors and
model error, whereas power predictions based on weather forecasts also include the
error created by weather forecasting uncertainty. For actual measurements MAE was
1239 kWh/h and for weather-based predictions 5986 kWh/h. This means that 82.8
% of the absolute deviations are due to the external weather forecast uncertainty,
whereas the combined share of measurement and model errors was only 17.2 %. The
error sources are illustrated in Figure 10.

The number of ensemble members provided by MEPS changed from 10 to 30 in
February 2020. There is a noticeable dierence between the number of ensembles
used in the power forecast. The spread of wind speed is better captured 30 ensemble
members. As shown in Table 4, the model predicted the mean with same level
of condence with both numbers of ensembles, but for 30 members the D- and
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Figure 9: Boxplots of forecast residuals for each forecast horizon.

PICP-scores were higher. In other words, the model with describes the mean of the
production accurately regardless of the number of ensemble members used, but 30
members better capture the spread of the weather scenarios.

Table 4: Test scores for dierent numbers of ensembles used.

Ensemble members: RMSE R2 MAE D-score PICP
10 8675.9 34.0 % 6001.5 5831.7 30.5 %
30 8597.2 32.8 % 5958.0 10323.3 53.3 %

The k-NN model performs dierently in dierent wind speed regions, see Figure
11. For small wind speeds the maximal forecast error resembles the power curve. At
rated wind speed (10 m/s) the error starts to decrease - this is due to the turbine
adjusting its power coecient to produce steady stream of power, meaning that
changes in wind speed do not signicantly aect the power output as long as the
eective wind speed is within the rated power range of [10, 22.5 m/s].Underpredictions
occur almost completely on wind speeds less than 10 m/s. This is a useful result
because underpredictions are more harmful than overpredictions for the wind power
operator.
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Figure 10: Boxplot of forecast residuals generated both by weather forecast inputs
and actual measurement inputs. The variance in the measurement-based residuals are
attributed to measurement errors and inherent model error, whereas weather-based
model incorporates the weather forecast uncertainty, which is the most signicant
source of error.

Figure 11: Model residuals as a function of wind speed. Negative residuals correspond
to underprediction and positive residuals to overprediction. When the wind speed
reaches the rated power interval [10, 22.5 m/s], the error starts to decrease signicantly
and no underpredictions occur. Underpredictions are encountered only for lower
wind speeds.
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5.1.2 Random Forest Regressor

The model hyperparameters were obtained by executing a random search on a large
hyperparameter space to narrow it down, and then performing a more thorough grid
search in the narrowed space. The metric used for evaluation was RMSE.

The attained variable importances are presented in Table 5. Wind speed is by
far the dominant variable presenting 76 % importance.

Table 5: Variable importances for Random Forest Regressor.

Variable Variable importance
Mean Ambient Temperature 0.039
Maximum Wind Speed 0.760
Mean Wind Direction 0.027
Time of the day, sine 0.006
Time of the day, cosine 0.010
Time of the year, sine 0.032
Time of the year, cosine 0.046
Air Density 0.017
Air Pressure 0.024
Air Temperature 0.020
Humidity 0.018

The model was tested with one hour forecast horizon. The test scores are presented
in Table 6. Now the test scores are better than with k-NN model, but not much
superior.

The histogram of test residuals is presented in Figure 13. The test residuals are
plotted as a function of predicted wind speed in 12. The pattern is similar as with
k-NN model, the residuals increasing as wind speed reaches zone II of the power
curve, and starting to decrease as it reaches zone III.

Table 6: Test score for Random Forest Regressor with forecast horizon of one hour.

RMSE MAE R2 D-score PICP
8445 kWh/h 5819 kWh/h 36.8 % 6537 kWh/h 32.1 %

The uncertainty sources were quantied by comparing the model with results
from measurement data. The MAE score was 804 kWh/h for measurement data.
This part was explained by the model and measurement errors whereas when the
weather forecast uncertainties were incorporated the total error was 5822 kWh/h.
This means that 86.2 % of the result errors were explained by the weather forecast
errors. This is illustrated in Figure 14. Again, the main source of uncertainty lies in
the obtained weather forecasts, not in the model itself.
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Figure 12: Scatter plot of residuals for Random Forest model as a function of
wind speed for forecast horizon of one hour. Negative residuals correspond to
underprediction and positive residuals to overprediction.

Figure 13: Histogram of forecast residuals with Random Forest Regressor and MEPS
weather data with forecast horizon of one hour.
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Figure 14: Boxplot of forecast residuals generated both by weather forecast inputs
and actual measurement inputs. The variance in the measurement-based residuals
are attributed to measurement errors and model error, whereas weather-based model
incorporates the weather forecast uncertainty, which is the most signicant source of
error.
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5.1.3 Equation Model

When the equation model for ideal production was used without taking into account
the loss terms, the obtained residuals showed a high degree of spread and nearly
consistent over-prediction as is evident in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Histogram of the residuals generated by the equation model. Signicant
over-prediction is present.

Table 7: Test score for Equation Model.

RMSE MAE R2 D-score PICP
9542 kWh/h 6964 kWh/h 19.3 % 859 11.1 %

The test scores are shown in Table 7. For ensemble predictions, the MAE for
the mean of the ensembles for one hour forecast horizon was 6964 kWh/h whereas
for measured weather data it was 3459 kWh/h. Again, 6964 kWh/h represents the
combined model and weather error, whereas 3459 kWh/h represents the model error.
This means that 50.3 % of the result errors were explained by the weather forecast
errors. This share is signicantly lower than for the other models considered which
is explained by the rather high model error.

The 6964 kWh/h for MAE is very high and indicates severe shortcomings of the
model. The 3459 kWh/h for perfect weather information is not too good either. In
consequence, the ideal model oversimplies the phenomenon because it leaves out
loss terms that are necessary for acceptable model performance.
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Figure 16: Forecast residuals for the test set of the ideal power curve model for the
MEPS data. Residuals are calculated from the mean of the ensemble forecasts. The
forecast errors are extremely large, as the maximum output of the wind farm is 34.5
MW.

5.2 Evaluating the Prediction Performance of Random For-
est Model Trained with Weather Forecasts

The best model parameters were again attained by doing a random search of the
parameter space complemented by a grid search the same way as for model trained
with measurement data. The variable importances are presented in the Table 8. The
metric used for evaluation was RMSE.

The model consists of 36 independent models, one for each forecast horizon. The
evaluations were done for one hour forecast horizon. Unlike for the model trained with
measurement data, wind speed is no more the vastly dominant variable, although it
is the most important single variable. Training with both the means of ensembles
and all ensembles were tested. Of these the use of full ensembles provided better
results and was thus the focus of analysis.

Results on model performance with selected time horizons are in Table 10. For
dierent number of ensembles used the results are in Table 11. For 30 members used
the forecast interval is wider and PICP score higher, meaning that more ensembles
better describe the weather distribution as mentioned earlier. Interestingly now
there is also a signicant improvement in the forecast performance of the mean - in
contrast with k-NN model where there was no improvement. This is an indication
that with more ensemble members more uncertainty can be captured, learned and
utilized in the prediction step.

Figure 19 presents the test set residuals as a function of predicted wind speed.
Unlike for other models, there is no longer any clear pattern. Instead the residuals
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Table 8: Variable importance scores calculated for Random Forest trained with
MEPS data.

Variable Variable importance
Atmosphere boundary layer thickness 0.101
Surface air pressure 0.031
Cloud area fraction 0.015
Low type cloud area fraction 0.034
Fog area fraction 0.011
Relative humidity at 2 meter altitude 0.040
Roughness length for momentum 0.028
Precipitation 0.013
Snowfall 0.011
Time, sine of hour of day 0.021
Time, cosine of hour of day 0.055
Time, sine of day of the year 0.052
Time, cosine of day of the year 0.097
Wind direction 0.047
Air temperature nacelle height 0.046
Air pressure at nacelle height 0.031
Air density at nacelle height 0.032
Wind speed at nacelle height 0.205
Wind speed of gust at nacelle height 0.131

Table 9: Test score for Random Forest Model trained with MEPS with a forecast
horizon of one hour.

RMSE MAE R2 D-score PICP
5308 kWh/h 4062 kWh/h 75.0 % 4000 kWh/h 25.3 %

look like white-noise, with heterogeneous variance. This is good as there is no longer
any indication of a major model bias.

In Figure 18, the two-dimensional density estimation of wind power forecast
residuals as a function of wind speed is shown. The red line presents the moving
average of the residuals, illustrating the small change in average prediction error
in dierent regions. This gure is in line with the power curve: in Zone II the
residual distribution is wide, whereas in other zones it is much more manageable
from practical viewpoint, as was echoed in earlier results.
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Table 10: Test results for the Random Forest model trained with MEPS data with
selected time horizons.

RMSE (kWh/h) MAE (kWh/h) R2 (%) D-score (kWh/h) PICP (%)
1h 5308 4062 75.0 % 4000 25.3 %
6h 5491 4313 76.3 % 4847 26.0 %
24h 5858 4551 73.1 % 5299 25.3 %

Table 11: Test scores for dierent numbers of ensembles used.

Ensemble members: RMSE (kWh/h) MAE (kWh/h) D-score (kWh/h) PICP (%)
10 5539 4288 3550 20.8 %
30 4673 3500 5140 36.3 %

Figure 17: Histogram of residuals for forecast horizon of 1 hour.
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Figure 18: Plot of kernel density estimation for the distribution of forecast residuals
as the function of the MEPS predicted wind speed. The red line is the mean of the
residuals and highlights the regime shift of the residuals with the increase of the
wind speed.

Figure 19: Scatterplot of forecast residuals for forecast horizon of 1 hour.
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5.3 Creation and Analysis of the Forecast Distributions

The previous section identied the Random Forest model trained directly with
weather forecasts as the best model for power production modelling. Now forecast
intervals are created for this model. Three dierent methods are presented. For
uncertainty propagation method Random Forest with measurement data was used
instead for reasons presented in more detail in its corresponding subsection.

5.3.1 Forecast Intervals from Validation Set Residuals

The data set was split into training set, validation set and test set with 70-15-15
split as described in Chapter 3.1. The model was rst trained with training data and
predictions were made for validation set. Model was then retrained with both train
and validation sets and forecasts were made for the test set. It was assumed that
the error distribution of the test set would be similar to the residual distribution
of the validation set. In essence, it was assumed that the errors of future forecasts
would be similar to errors of past forecasts, and past residual distribution was used
for creating forecast distributions.

The residual distribution of validation set was furthermore conditioned by nding
a xed number of most similar past weather situations with the k-NN method similar
to described in Chapter 4.1. This way only similar weather scenarios of the past
would be taken into account avoiding scenarios where, for example, weather forecast
indicates wind speed of 10 m/s but error distribution includes completely windless
weather conditions. For this, the weather variable space was normalized and k-NN
was performed. Varying the number of neighbours did not aect the results, so a
reasonable number of 30 neighbours was chosen. The search was performed with the
weighted Euclidean distance metric, where the weights of the variable importances
were taken from the model trained with only training data set and which were
very close to the ones presented in Table 8. Finally, the ensemble members were
aggregated and forecast distribution was created from all unique neighbours found.

Next forecast intervals were taken from the distribution with two dierent ap-
proaches. The rst approach was to assume a Gaussian error distribution, estimate
the standard deviation and take upper and lower limits with ±2 standard deviations
away from the mean forecast. In the second approach the 5th and 95th percentiles
were taken directly.

The fact that the interval was constructed of residuals neglects the boundary
conditions for minimum and maximum production. For this reason, the intervals
where clipped to adhere to physical limitations of the wind farm i.e. production
should stay between 0 and 34 500 kWh/h.

For the standard deviation method, intervals were created for a forecast horizon
of one hour, and for a 95 % interval, a mean interval width of 18309 kWh/h with a
corresponding PICP-score of 88.2 % was attained. When the 5th and 95th percentiles
were taken instead, the mean interval width of 14495 kWh/h and corresponding
PICP-score of 98.8 % was achieved. For single horizons the sample sizes were small
and this aects the results, but even from this we can conclude that the Gaussian
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Figure 20: Histogram of forecast interval widths for the test set and forecast horizons
of 0-3 hours. the designated coverage percentage is 90 %.

error assumption is not good, as it yields wider intervals with lower PICP-score than
custom percentiles. The non-Gaussian nature is also seen in the Figure 17. For these
reasons modelling the forecast distribution as Gaussian was not researched further
and instead direct percentile approach was used.

Table 12: Aggregate statistics for the test set intervals created from validation set’s
residuals for concatenated time horizons of 0-3 hours.

Designated Coverage (%) Mean Width (kWh/h) Median Width (kWh/h) PICP (%)
80 % 9906 9389 83.8
90 % 12173 11699 89.7

The result of 98.8 % PICP score was achieved for one hour time horizon, which
had a small sample size, and cannot be considered a concluding result. This was
addressed by concatenating horizons to larger units to give more robust estimates.
For testing, horizons of 0-3 hours were concatenated both for the validation set’s
residuals and for the test set. The histogram of interval widths is shown in Figure 20.

The test statistics for designated coverage percentages of both 80 % and 90 %
are reported in Table 12. The PICP scores were close to the designated coverage
percentages. This is a good result, indicating that the assumption of similar past
and future error distributions holds and the method captures the properties of error
distribution as intended.

The mean width for 90 % intervals was 12 173 kWh/h or 35 % of the wind farm’s
rated power for the entire test data set. When conditioned and binned with respect
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to predicted wind speed, the mean interval widths are shown in Figure 21. The
interval widths start to decrease when predicted wind speed reaches the turbine’s
rated wind speed of 10 m/s. For wind speeds of over 20 m/s the results are unreliable
as there were very few observations available.

The PICP score as a function of predicted wind speed is shown in Figure 22. The
PICP score decreases as wind speed increases. For zones I and II is this expected
behaviour. The decrease in zone III seems counterintuitive, but is explained by
the decreasing interval widths of Figure 21. The model performs worst in zone II:
PICP-score is low, yet the interval width is high.

Figure 21: Mean interval width as a function of predicted wind speed. In zone II the
interval width is higher than in other regions. For speeds above 20 m/s the estimates
are unreliable as only very few observations were present.

The method does not perform uniformly well, and a closer examination of the data
revealed that there are some intervals, where the width is zero. These are roughly
4.5 % of values after individual ensemble members have been aggregated for each
time stamp. Also some intervals did not include the predicted value itself, indicating
errors in the numerical calculation step. These results could not be corrected at the
time of writing. In the real case the obtained PICP scores could be higher than
reported here.

An illustrative time series plot is in Figure 23. It shows shows how uncertainty
information could be communicated to the decision-maker. In the plot the realized
power production is in red, and the blue ll describes the 90 % condence region.
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Figure 22: Percentage of realizations falling inside forecast interval as a function of
wind speed. The score is mostly above 70 %. For speeds above 20 m/s the estimates
are unreliable, as only very few observations were present.

Figure 23: A time series plot for a period of two weeks. Red line is the realized wind
power production and blue ll is the 90 % forecast interval.
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5.3.2 Forecast Intervals from Individual Forecasts of Each Decision Tree

A second approach to create forecast intervals was to use the forecasts of each
individual tree of Random Forest. Instead of simply aggregating the forecasts, the
output of each tree was ordered and the 5th and 95th percentile were taken. The
benet of this approach was that it was easily implemented. On the other hand,
this method requires the chosen model to be ensemble model i.e. a model which
aggregates the estimate over many individual regressors.

Again forecast horizon of one hour was used to create statistics for the test set.
The interval widths are presented in Figure 24. The corresponding PICP score for
90 % interval is 91.6 %. The mean interval width is 20960 kWh/h. According to
PICP score the distribution describes the variability of production quite decently.
The interval width of nearly 21 MWh/h is, however, quite large and as it is nearly
two-thirds of the capacity, the average production being around one-third. The
intervals are too wide to be of much real use in decision-making. Compared to
intervals created from validation set residuals this method yields worse results.

Figure 24: Histogram of forecast interval widths created from forecasts of individual
trees.

5.3.3 Weather Forecast Uncertainty propagation

The third attempt to construct forecast distributions was the so-called uncertainty
propagation as described in [31]. Basicly the idea is that if there is sucient
information about the distribution of the independent variable X and its relation to
the dependent variable y, that is f(X) = Y , it is possible to estimate the distribution
of Y by simulating multiple instances from the distribution of X and propagating
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these through the function f(X). This is a simple way to utilize Monte Carlo
simulation for forecast distribution generation and is easily implemented.

In our case, the set of independent variables in Random Forest model trained with
MEPS data has 19 dimensions. The sampling from multidimensional distribution
is a complicated statistical problem in itself. The Random Forest model trained
with measurement data has only 10 variables and of these variables the wind speed
was vastly dominant with 76 % regression importance score. For these reasons,
the Random Forest model trained with measurement data was chosen. This made
replacing the multidimensional distribution with just one-dimensional wind speed
distribution a viable simplifying operation.

The distribution of wind speed was created for each forecast rst by conditioning
the training weather data set for the forecast horizon and taking forecasts where the
predicted wind speed was within ±0▷1 m/s. For this training weather data the error
to actual wind measurements at site were calculated. Other weather variables were
assumed to be constant. Finally, this distribution was sampled with replacement a
combined 100 times and these simulated error quantities were added to the weather
forecast before being run through the power forecast model. Finally ensembles were
aggregated to produce results for each time point.

Because forecast horizon of one hour is consistently missing some weather variables,
forecast horizon of three hours was used instead. On some occasions no suitable past
observations were found and the sampling distribution was empty. These cases were
simply omitted from the data for test purposes.

A histogram of the resulting forecast interval widths is in Figure 25. The mean
interval width for 90 % forecast intervals was 22641 kWh/h. The PICP score was 75.5
%. When the minimum and maximum were values were studied instead, the PICP
score increased to 79.2 %. Considering the quantiles taken and the large intervals
widths the PICP score is low and does not describe the forecast variance accurately.
Thus we conclude that the uncertainty propagation method, though scientically
sound, does not suit the task of creating forecast intervals for wind power forecasting.
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Figure 25: Histogram of forecast interval widths for uncertainty propagation with
forecast horizon of three hours.
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6 Discussion

In this thesis, wind power production was rst modelled and then methods of
creating forecast intervals were examined. As for the latter, serious shortcomings
in industry application were noted in the introduction, and this thesis has aimed
to address this problem. Unfortunately, however, due to the proprietary nature
of wind power forecast models used in industry, it was necessary to create a full
wind power production model before being able to study the production uncertainty
itself. This increased the workload signicantly, limiting the eorts in uncertainty
modelling. It is easy to conclude that the proprietary nature of many forecast models
and the nancial interests associated to them are serious hindrances in the way of
collaboration and understanding wind power uncertainty in the energy sector at
large.

The best model was Random Forest model trained directly with MEPS weather
forecasts and forecast intervals constructed from the residuals of former forecasts.
The model achieved RMSE of 5308 kWh/h and MAE of 4062 kWh/h for mean
forecasting and one hour forecast horizon. The mean width for 90 % forecast intervals
was 12173 kWh/h with 89.7 % PICP score.

The main source of uncertainty stems from inaccuracies in weather forecasts. For
Random Forest model trained with measurement data the weather forecast errors
were vastly dominant source of uncertainty, totalling 86 % of errors.

The problem of inaccurate weather forecasts is commonly tackled by using en-
semble forecasts. Also machine learning models can be used to post-process weather
forecasts as was done here. These methods, however, are far from conclusive and
weather uncertainty remains a large, unresolved problem and the accuracy of weather
forecasts being a limiting factor for wind power forecasting.

Figures 1 and 18 present the results visually. The wind turbine properties dampen
the eect of weather uctuations on regions other than zone II, which is the most
problematic domain. As power output rises approximately cubically in zone II, small
errors in wind speed forecasts can introduce signicant errors in the model, as the
residuals show in Figure 18. This result is in line with our initial expectations and
previous literature [8].

Besides the forecast intervals, a functional mean forecasting model was attained
as a side-product. The model turned out to be have merits of its own in the mean
forecasting even separately from the uncertainty modelling.

For forecast intervals only the method of creating intervals from past residuals
provided decent results. Whether the intervals and PICP scores are good enough to
be of use for decision-making depends on the electricity market situation and the
decision-makers market strategies. Thus a denite assessment of the results cannot
unfortunately be given here, and the results should be analyzed from the viewpoint of
practical market operations. The model has not been tested in real-time production,
but the results are encouraging and the value of the results should be studied from
the viewpoint of wind power operator and/or electricity market participant.

Next step for a practical decision-making tool would be to produce a more detailed
analysis of the conditions of the performance. From a theoretical viewpoint, this might
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not be necessary, but for practical purposes it is important. One approach would be
to run a larger test set with varying weather conditions through the model, record
the performance after which they would be used as samples for future performance -
in a similar way validation set’s residuals were used as test set’s error distribution.
The underlying assumption is that the model does not perform uniformly well in all
weather conditions, and likely there are some weather scenarios where the model’s
average performance or variability is signicantly lower/higher. Already this thesis
has presented similar analysis based on predicted wind speed, but so far ignoring
other weather variables. A decision tree or a clustering method could be tted to
recognize these scenarios and serve as a lookup table for future predictions. After this,
the proposed model would be able to predict the wind power mean, its condence
intervals and give self-reection based on past forecast accuracy. This would yield
actionable insights to wind power uncertainty and support decision-making processes.

Many ways to improve the model performance can be suggested, as indicated by
the vast literature about wind power forecasting. Some possible improvements are:

• Time series structure was intentionally left out of the model to simplify the
modelling. Introducing this increases the amount of information, presumably
producing better performance

• Dierent weather data preprocessing procedures could be tested. In this thesis
all variables were normalized to have the same scale, but no dimension reduction
was done. For example Principal Component Analysis could be used to remove
the variables with little practical value to improve data matching and model
performance

• Wind speed extrapolation from 10 meter altitude to nacelle height was done
based on deterministic formula. Wind speed dierences in dierent altitudes
are not trivial and the method can be assumed to introduce errors into the
model. However, with the absence of better method this was used, though
more rened estimates could improve the model performance

• MEPS data lacked post-processing. Most importantly, the use of weather
measurements in the form of assimilated weather data was not utilized in
this thesis, although it can be presumed to improve the forecast performance,
especially on shorter forecast horizons

• The wind gust information was not extensively utilized. The acquired measure-
ment data was a 5-minute mean, which smoothed out information about sudden
gusts. This increased information could slightly improve the performance

• The importance of cyclic time variables was not extensively tested. Whether
removing this information from weather scenario matching would improve
the results is left for further research. They were also weighted using linear
correlation coecient, which might be suboptimal

• The eects of icing were deliberately left out of the model, and incorporating
them could explain some of the large overpredictions in winter time
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• Weather matching algorithm was k-NN, and this could possibly be improved.
Other matching algorithms possibly coupled with non-linear transformations
could be tried out.

This thesis has emphasized the importance and need for uncertainty modelling in
wind power forecasts, which, although recognized by most energy sector participants,
have not received the necessary attention in the energy industry. The signicance of
wind power uncertainty modelling will only increase in the future and more research
both into the uncertainty modelling and its practical implementation are needed.
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7 Summary

In this thesis wind power forecast uncertainty was studied. The keen interest towards
more eective wind power uncertainty modelling shared by the interviewees and
the reasons behind this were uncovered in the introduction. It was concluded, that
with the rising share of intermittent wind power, there is a clear need for a tool for
wind power uncertainty management which could provide actionable insights into the
decision-making processes of energy producers and electricity market participants.

In Modelling and Forecasting Wind Power Generation the basics of wind power
technology and the importance of weather forecasting as an essential component
of wind power forecasting were introduced to the reader, as well as the scientic
background behind weather forecasting. Furthermore the current academic research
to wind power modelling was summarized and the process of wind power modelling
was broken down. Dierent classes of models were categorized, with the notion of
complex deep learning models being the current focus of research.

The wind farm SCADA data and its FMI supplements along with the MEPS
weather forecasts were then introduced in detail. The necessary transformations
and other preprocessing procedures to the data were explained. Also the metrics for
evaluating the models were shown. In Models Chapter, the three dierent models -
k-NN, Random Forest regressor and the Equation Model - were explained and their
respective pros and cons discussed.

The three dierent models were evaluated on their ability to predict the mean
of wind power production. These models were trained with measurement data, and
the error sources were divided into external weather forecast and model errors, with
the weather forecast errors being the vastly dominant source of uncertainty, totalling
86 % of errors for Random Forest model. The Random Forest model performed
best of the three, and was further studied with it being trained directly on weather
forecasts. This allowed the algorithms to directly learn the relationship between
uncertain weather forecasts and actual power output, yielding signicantly better
results than earlier.

Forecast intervals were created for Random Forest model trained on weather fore-
casts. Uncertainty propagation method, creating a distribution from each individual
regressor of the ensemble model and using validation set’s residuals as test set’s
errors were studied. The last method provided the best results with mean interval
width of 12173 kWh/h and PICP score of 89.7 %.

Lastly, the signicance and applicability of the ndings were analysed, concluding
that the largest source of errors are weather forecast errors. This limits the possibility
for improvement signicantly. Modelling the variability of production is closely tied
to the behaviour of the turbine’s power curve: in zones I, III and IV usefully accurate
results can be obtained, but zone II with its rising power output is dicult to model
accurately. However, even incomplete information is useful for decision-makers in
practice, and the practical applicability of the results should be studied. Limitations
and possible future improvements were also discussed.

Quantication of wind power forecast uncertainty is an important subject which
has often been at least partly neglected in practice. This thesis showed that there
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is need for more comprehensive modelling of wind power uncertainty, shared by
all electricity market participants, as wind power uncertainty quantication would
provide information for better decision-making. With the share of wind power in
energy systems rising, uncertainty modelling will only gain in importance. There is
room for both academic research and practical applications of uncertainty modelling
in the future.
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